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Letter

from the Chair

Jonathan Andrus

Ah, my favorite time of the year! Summer. Swimming, cooking out, vacation… it’s supposed
to be a quiet and a relaxing time of the year. However, from an SCDM perspective,
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things are hot right now and very busy. SCDM recently published an important white
paper on eSource, we are about to publish some exciting new chapters for the Good
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There is much planning and coordination going on leading up to our Annual

Vice President Education at
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Conference and our European Leadership Forum. In addition, we continue to
produce and present thought provoking and captivating webinars and online
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The Annual Conference, which is happening September 28th – October 1st in
Las Vegas, NV, is shaping up to be one of our best conferences ever. We are
blessed to have as our keynote speakers the Emily Whitehead family. We will
get to hear from them about the importance of clinical trials and why we must
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more translations for our data management brothers and sisters around the globe!

Shannon Labout, CCDM

Melissa Lamb

Jennifer Duggan, CCDM

Clinical Data Management Practices (GCDMP) document and we are working on

remain committed, as clinical research professionals, to continue to move toward
the promise of new products for our ultimate customer, the patient. In addition, we
have two pre-conference workshops, a variety of session formats including stand-

Demetris Zambas
VP & Global Head,
Data Management
BDM, Oncology Global
Development

ard sessions mixed in with roundtable sessions and 20th Anniversary Gala Dinner.
The venue is spectacular and the content is superb. If you have not already signed
up, please do so now.
Later on in the year, SCDM will be hosting its first ever European CDM Leadership Forum.

Teresa Ancukiewicz, CCDM

This will be taking place on December 8th and 9th, 2014, in Leiden, the Netherlands. This

Sr. Manager, CDM
Boston Scientific

invitation only leaders’ event is aimed at a dialogue around key CDM topics and emerging
trends, focusing on eSource and Risk Based Approaches to quality management. Astellas has

Jaime Baldner, CCDM

partnered with SCDM in providing the venue for the actual meeting, but we will be exploring the

Manager, Clinical Data
Management
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human body at the Corpus museum during a pre-event reception.
SCDM continues to work with our colleagues in China and India with task forces focused on these
regions. Key task force leads have been identified and are working with varied board liaisons to continue
to expand the footprint in these critical areas through products and services that meet the needs of data
management professionals in these regions of the world.
As always, we are looking for volunteers. We need volunteers for task forces, committees, speaking - you name it.
If you love to write, join a chapter writing group within GCDMP or write an article for one of SCDM’s publications. If
you love to speak and share your experiences, submit an abstract. There are so many areas where, as a CDM professional, and member of SCDM, you can get involved in making a difference.
If you haven’t already, now is the time to join as a member of SCDM. We need you now more than ever!

Jonathan R. Andrus
2014 Chair, SCDM
Board of Trustees
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Letter from the Editors
Dear Readers,

It’s hard to believe the end of the year is almost here!
With fall upon us, we hope you’re looking back at
the summer fondly and are excited as us to see what
the rest of 2014 brings. Just as the season is changing vividly, and as kids are going back to school to
take what they’ve learned in the past and build on
for the new year, we’re pleased to bring you a variety of articles in this issue of Data Basics; all to take
you through the main building blocks of a successful
clinical trial.
Whether you’re new to Data Management or a seasoned professional, we’re sure you’ve been exposed
to the technology shift within the industry towards
using EDC. Take a look at “EDC- What Makes the
Best Platform,” for some insight on how to judge
these platforms from a data manager’s perspective.
For some helpful timeless tips of optimal CRF design,
review “The Art of Designing Excellent CRFs” to better understand how to optimally design CRFs with
careful consideration for how to order fields on a
form to the overall layout. Learn about medical coding from a seasoned professional in “Upversioning
MedDRA Dictionary.” Finally, we all know the importance of quality in our clinical trials and the time
many of us take to ensure that in our everyday work.
“What About Data Quality” offers some insight into

data quality and the ever importance of the famed
data management plan. Don’t forget to stop by the
Ask SASsy column for a helpful hint on programming
in SAS.
Finally, we are all proud to celebrate the 20 year
anniversary of SCDM. We hope to see you all at
the Fall Conference in Las Vegas (September 28
– October 1) where we can commemorate this
achievement collectively, network with colleagues
across the industry, catch up with old friends, and
undoubtedly make some new ones too!
SCDM is interested in what you’ve experienced and
have to say, so think about some recent lessons or
a unique solution to a problem and consider writing an article for a future issue of Data Basics. See
your name in print, make your colleagues jealous
and make a positive impression in your industry all
in one fell swoop.
On behalf of the Publications Committee, thanks for
reading and we look forward to reading your article
submissions!
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Letter from the SCDM 2014 Annual Conference Co-Chairs
SCDM Members,

We’ve been working for almost a year on planning and organizing the
SCDM 2014 Annual Conference in Las Vegas. We’ve assembled a conference program packed with sessions and networking events aimed at
you and your professional career development. The result is a conference
worthy of your time and attendance. Here are some highlights:
• We kick off the conference with our keynote session with the
Whitehead family. The story of the Whiteheads’ daughter, Emily, and
the role that clinical trials have played in her successful battle against
cancer, is a wonderful reminder of the good we are doing through
our work in clinical research. Come hear the story!
• For the first time ever, we have gathered regulators from both FDA
and MHRA into one session. We’ll confront them about the global
regulatory issues that affect Clinical Data Management. Here’s the
chance to ask your hard questions live!
• Our new, roundtable sessions will make for lively and interactive discussions. In addition to the traditional speaker sessions, we have
created a number of topics using a moderator format with an expert
panel and with audience participation. Come join in
on the action!
• The SCDM Technology Taskforce has created a
new Technology Innovation Award. Over a dozen
applicants are seeking the prize. The top three will
compete live in a plenary session during the conference. Come see the finalists and watch the winner
declared!

knowledge and provide you the information you need to continue to
build your career. So, come join us!
• F inally, to broaden your set of choices, we have scheduled three
tracks per time slot for the entire course of the conference. So you’ll
have lots to choose from in the 2014 program!
You can still register at www.scdm2014.org. We look forward to seeing
you there!

Michael Goedde, Medimmune
Susan Howard, GlaxoSmithKline
Joe Anderson, Waife & Associates, Inc.
SCDM 2014 Annual Conference Co-Chairs

WHO’S READY FOR
INTELLIGENT MONITORING?

• The conference has added a new poster competition
with cash prizes being offered for the best submissions. The posters, and their authors, will be front and
center at the conference venue. Stop by, watch the
judging and learn from these scientific presentations.
• The Sunday workshops offer both a technical and a
therapeutic track.
• T he technical track will offer detailed information on
how to prepare data for actual submission to regulatory agencies. With the FDA guidance document
for this recently updated, you’ll want to attend and
get up to speed on what is required.
•O
 ncology is featured in our therapeutic area workshop. You’ll learn all you need to know about the
science and the data implications of the science by
attending this workshop, which is taught by a team
of recognized experts from our industry.
• A
 ll these highlights are coming your way as a conference attendee, and we haven’t even gotten to a
meaty set of speaker-session topics. Here, our session
chairs have assembled experts in eSource, Electronic
Health Records (EHR), DM operations, data quality,
compliance and much, much more to extend your
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The fuTure of clinical daTa managemenT
begins in las vegas
Get together with industry thought leaders
at the world’s largest education
event for clinical data managers
and related professionals.

Come and celebrate 20 years of SCDM in the prestigious location of J.W. Marriott,
Las Vegas, conveniently located only 20 minutes away from The Strip.
A glimpse of Las Vegas magic, and first-rate CDM learning and interactions.

for a few days, las vegas will be The cenTer of
The clinical daTa managemenT world. be There!
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EDC – What Makes the BEST Platform?!
By Molly Broad, CCDM, Chris Ingle, CCDM

Introduction
When determining which electronic data capture (EDC) platform best
suits your needs, there are many aspects to consider, some weighing
more heavily than others depending on the perspective and needs of
each end user. Some of these are: pricing, case report form (CRF) design
and edit check functionality, user friendliness and the site experience, the
quality of support and mentoring programs offered by the EDC vendor,
and the data manager user experience, just to name a few. We offer
here a comprehensive list of questions you can ask in order to get an in
depth picture of any platform you are considering.

The Pricing Model
The pricing models for EDC software vary widely across the industry. In
addition to staff time, costs include hosting, training/accreditation programs, vendor development services, integration costs and the licensing
of any additional non-essential functionality. Meet with the EDC vendor
as needed to ensure that you are familiar with the factors that influence
the pricing for your application and study. Commonly used estimates for
study size (and usually as a result, price) include the number of sites and
users, and the number of CRFs (either unique or total). Preferred pricing
may be available depending on the expected volume of use by your organization. However such pricing may also be dependent on reaching
specific volume targets during the contract period.

CRF Design
The look and feel of an EDC application, as well as the ease of form
navigation plays a large part in the sites’ satisfaction. Questions that
you should ask include: whether the CRF content is easy to use from
the perspective of your typical end user; and whether form content can
easily be combined to reduce the amount of scrolling or the number of
clicks required to enter data. Some applications allow for the use of
nested questions (sub-questions linked to the response provided to the
parent question) to reduce the total number of forms. Given the use of
the number of unique CRFs as an estimate of study size and cost, nested
questions and distinct sub-sections within forms can potentially be used to
reduce the total number of forms and cost of a database.
Also worth mentioning is that some EDC platforms base their design on
a PDF image, meaning the CRF is very customizable. In these cases, the
question format is limited only by the design of the PDFs themselves and
can be in any layout imaginable. Other applications may have a more
rigid structure.

knowledge. Straightforward edit checks are typically easy to program
in any EDC application; complex functionality is typically possible but
ranges in programming difficulty.

Additional EDC Functionality
Integrations are another consideration. When evaluating EDC applications, ensure that you are familiar with the requirements and process for
integrating external data such as interactive web/voice randomization
systems (IWRS/IVRS) and/or lab data transfers, as these types of integrations are commonplace in the industry.
Ask whether the EDC application you are evaluating includes any administrative modules that can be used to manage local laboratory reference
ranges within the EDC platform. Ensure this information can be easily
exported for local lab range reconciliation and reporting purposes.
As clinical trial budgets are increasingly being reviewed for efficiency,
risk-based monitoring is becoming more popular as a means of reducing
costs while maintaining quality. Ask whether the EDC source data verification (SDV) functionality allows for partial SDV according to customizable risk-based monitoring plans, and how these monitoring plans can
be accommodated by the system.

Site User Experience
The user friendliness of navigation is a very important consideration when
determining which EDC platform out-performs the next. Is the look of the
database appealing; can site users easily navigate through the forms and
visits? Can an entire page of data be edited with one click or can changes
only be made field by field? Consider the site user when determining the
impact of the aesthetic and functional characteristics of each application.
Site training is arguably the second-most important aspect of the site
experience (after the look and feel, and ease of navigation/use). Some
EDC vendors offer online training for general system navigation, including topics such as how to respond to or add queries, and signing patient
casebooks. However, most online training courses are not study-specific
and additional training is required for study-specific details. Some EDC
software offers customizable online training, with the ability to make certain courses mandatory prior to granting access, and others optional
should the end user wish to take their training to a more advanced level.
This level of customization can reduce the amount of time required for
each site user to complete their training by focusing only on the specific
functions required for a given role.

Edit Check Functionality

Quality of Vendor-Provided Support and Mentoring
Programs

Edit checks programmed within an EDC platform are another requirement
to consider. Certain programmed edit checks may be more complex
than others, for example an SAE (serious adverse event) notification that
pulls information from many different CRFs together into one automatically generated email. After receiving sufficient training, consider whether
the edit check programming language and development tools would
easily be learned by your database designers, based on their existing

Support is a very valuable consideration when determining which EDC
platform works best for you and your team. What is the EDC vendor’s
timeline for responding to helpdesk questions? Is this support available
via email and telephone 24 hours a day, seven days a week? Is multilingual support offered when applicable to your study users? Can the
support help with study specific questions, or simply user account information and IT issues?
Continued on page 7
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EDC – What Makes the BEST Platform?!
Continued from page 6

Support is not just required for the end user, but also sometimes for the
client licensing the EDC system, especially during the initial phases of
software adoption. Many EDC vendors offer mentoring programs, as
well as specific training courses for particular knowledge areas such as
database design, reporting, and additional complex functionalities. Even
after adopting an EDC application, ensure you are aware of who the
vendor subject matter experts are in each functional area and how to
contact them should any questions arise.

Data Manager Experience
As a data manager, there are many aspects to consider when judging
EDC platforms. Is the database administration process lengthy or simple?
When a site user requests access, how much detailed information is
required about that site user in order to create a new account? What is
the process for resetting a user’s password?
For user acceptance testing purposes, can many user roles be assigned
to one account through the same login details? Can an entire page of
data being tested, be edited with one click? Does the EDC platform
clearly indicate under which role you have logged in? It’s important to
consider your company workflow when assessing the answers to these
questions.
What is the process for exporting data? Can the data be easily exported,
and is metadata (e.g. form/field status indicators) included in those exports? Certain EDC platforms include metadata as a standard component of their exports, and others exclude these variables from the exports.
When excluded, these variables are typically only available through the
EDC application user interface and reports generated within the system.
If you plan external programming using statistical software, the lack of
metadata fields in the exports may present a challenge. Ask the EDC
provider whether custom exports including metadata can be arranged,
and at what cost, if this is necessary for your processes.

That being said, all EDC systems like any other products have their advantages and disadvantages. No single EDC application will meet all of
your needs initially, and as an organization you will likely need to adapt
your processes in some ways to accommodate the available tools. Only
with some experience with an EDC application, and an understanding
of its strengths and weaknesses, can you fully appreciate the pros and
cons of that software.
Hopefully the above questions will help you to more easily evaluate each
EDC application earlier in the adoption process, so that you are fully
aware of all of the realities behind the sales presentations.
Authors Biographies
Chris Ingle and Molly Broad work in Clinical Data Management with
Everest Clinical Research, Inc. Chris has eight years of experience in the
pharmaceutical industry, and is both a certified Clinical Data Manager
and certified Clinical Research Professional. He earned a post-graduate
certificate in clinical research, after graduating from the University of
Western Ontario. Molly is also a certified Clinical Data Manager and has
five years of experience in pharmaceutical data management. She earned
her Master of Science in Pharmaceutical Sciences from the University of
Toronto, after graduating from the University of Guelph.

A New Model for the
New Marketplace
At inVentiv Health Clinical, we are that

The quality of standard and custom reports that can be generated by
an EDC system and the possibility of uploading study documents for site
use, play a large part in data manager’s day to day tasks. How impressive and useful are the standard reports available with the system you
are evaluating? Can custom reports be built within EDC; can they be
built across different CRFs? Can externally programmed reports (e.g. using statistical software), and externally hosted documents (e.g. protocols,
CRF completion guidelines) be made accessible through hyperlinks in the
EDC application?

next-generation CRO. A top provider

Conclusion

that’s what we do best.

In summary, the best EDC platform is one that is purchased for the right
price, is user friendly and intuitive without requiring too much training, is
appealing to the eye, and has highly customizable CRF design capability. The best EDC application has complex edit check programming with
language that is easily learned, has the ability to integrate any type of
data, and allows for the export of all data and metadata available within
the system. Likewise, the best EDC vendors offer quality support and
mentoring services to ensure that customers are able to quickly unlock the
full potential of the application.
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The Art of Designing Excellent CRFs
By Kit Howard, CCDM

A case report form (CRF), according to the ICH E6 Good Clinical
Practices guidance, is “a printed, optical, or electronic document designed to record all of the protocol required information to be reported
to the sponsor on each trial subject.” CRFs guide the capture of the
trial’s key product, namely the data, and lie at the heart of Clinical Data
Management. With few exceptions, all organizations involved in clinical
research directly or indirectly produce CRFs, and a body of knowledge
has accumulated around their design and use. As with most disciplines in
clinical research, forms design has looked primarily within its own ranks
for that knowledge, but forms are used in almost every walk of life, and
the internet has both fueled a burst of research into what makes a good
form (think e-commerce) and also made previous research on paperbased forms more widely available. This article looks at some of that research and suggests ways it can enhance current CRF design practices.
It also challenges some long-standing “rules” that appear in virtually every
CRF design presentation.

where users say what options they like, and eye tracking studies, where
sensors track the users’ eyes and record where they land, for how long
and how frequently (Figure 1). This eye tracking has been particularly
revealing, as it shows that people’s perceptions of where they look does
not always match the test results. Although these tests are on web forms,
many of the findings can be applied to the paper world.
Figure 1 - Combination eye tracking study and heat map showing
where, on average, users looked most and the paths their eyes took

Current Rules
Clinical Data Management has developed a set of rules about good
CRF design that are documented in conference presentations, industry
courses and data management references, including Data Basics. These
practices are largely supported by forms design research conducted in
the last 10 years, but there are some exceptions. Examples are presented
in Table 1.
Table 1 - Commonly cited rules or sources of good forms design that
should be reconsidered

Rule or reference

Reason

Put the fields on the CRF in the same
order as the source document.

Every site creates its own source documents, so this
is effectively impossible in multi-site trials.

2

Put the CRFs in the order that follows
the flow of data capture at the site.

Most data managers have never been to a site, nor
observed a site capturing data, so it is difficult for
them to know how to do this.
Site practices vary, making it impossible to have
one set of forms to satisfy multiple sites.

3

Design the forms to facilitate source
data verification.

Data comes from multiple sources that will vary
from site to site.

4

Bert Spilker’s book “Data Collection
Forms in Clinical Trials”.

There are some good pointers in the text. From a
layout perspective, the sample CRF quality is poor.

1

There is, in the author’s experience, enormous variability in the application of these rules. Additionally, some of the rules are inherently contradictory, such as the mandate to create standard CRFs and the first 3 rules in
the table, which would require that the forms vary for each site.

New Opportunities
With the advent of the web, this is an excellent time to look outside
our industry silo and see what others have to offer, and there is a lot.
Because forms have the ability to make or break an e-commerce site,
there has been an emphasis on testing layout and content assumptions,
especially as doing such testing is relatively easy and inexpensive in the
web environment. This testing has consisted both of preference testing,

Of those involved in web-related research, Caroline Jarrett, the Formulate
Information Design group and the Australian Government are three whose
findings are particularly robust and well presented. Jarrett’s work can be
found online primarily in slide decks on www.slideshare.com and in her
forms design books. Formulate Information Design’s observations (including what constitutes valid research) cover a 4 part model for structuring
forms design and a wide array of individual design aspects clarifying
reasons why some practices are better than others. Some more information about this is presented later in this article. The third worthwhile
source is the Australian government, which embarked a few years ago
on a major overhaul of its processes and particularly its forms with the
goal of making every form perfectly suited to its purpose. They published
a number of checklists and guides on “better practices” in forms design
that can be found on their website. Their material covers both electronic
and print forms.
With respect to paper-based forms, there are two sources in particular that are worth investigating. Robert Barrett, a process expert from
Australia, was driven by the need to improve the usability of forms, and
spent four decades studying, refining and using forms in the course of
improving processes at a variety of large corporate and government
organizations. His book, Forms for People is a comprehensive text that
compiles much of what he knew. The second source is The Form Book,
by Borries Schwesinger, which is an English version of a German book
and approaches forms design from a graphic design point of view. It is
beautifully laid out and contains numerous examples that provide useful
insights.
Continued on page 9
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The Art of Designing Excellent CRFs
Continued from page 8

Additions to the CRF Body of Knowledge
There isn’t space in this article to cover all the applicable forms-related
information and research, so the remainder of this article will focus on
some highlights that may be particularly useful in CRF design.

Why do we have CRFs?
As is discussed below, before ever creating the first draft of a form, one
must answer the questions “Is this form really necessary?” and “What
need is this form serving?” The first is answered by the second in the case
of CRFs, in that they are a tool for capturing protocol-defined data that
can’t be acquired in any other way. CRFs are also part of the data quality
continuum. Most obviously, they help to ensure that all required data are
captured, that they are captured similarly at all sites, and to document the
absence of data when none were generated. CRFs contain code lists,
otherwise known as controlled terminology, that ensure that data to be
analyzed contain values that the computer recognizes as the same. In the
case of electronic data capture (EDC), there can be edit checks that help
to control the variability of the data.

• Questions and Answers: only after the process has been defined
are the questions and answers addressed. This is because the content and format of the questions are affected by the process decisions. While the protocol does dictate what data are needed, it is
usually the CRF design process that results in the specific questions to
be asked.
• Flow: this consists of the relationships between questions in the form,
e.g., what forms are collected together and how does the user progress through the form, especially when skip boxes are used (questions that direct users to skip some questions based on the answers to
others). The flow usually falls naturally out of the question and answer
design.
• Layout: this is the physical layout of the form, whether paper or
electronic. This is the aspect that most affects the accuracy and completeness of the collected data. Relevant factors include:
• Margins and spacing
• Typography
• Logos, headers, footers etc.

Some Overview Observations

• Hierarchy and cues

Caroline Jarrett thinks of forms as an asynchronous dialogue between form
designer & form filler, where questions and potential answers are predefined, and where no clarification is possible. As a result, the form designer
must think about how that dialogue would happen and try to anticipate
potential problems. In clinical research, the process is complicated further
by the fact that there is often a third party, namely the site coordinator
who acts as the form filler but is acquiring the information from the subject
and is usually completing the form when the subject is no longer present.
Understanding this can help us think about the kinds of instructions that
may be needed, and especially about what may not be useful, such as
directing sites to initiate the expedited reporting process for serious AEs.

• Progress indicators and page numbers

The Formulate Information Design group’s four-stage model for designing forms provides a good reminder that forms are a means to an end,
and not an end in themselves. Although it may seem obvious, it is worth
thinking explicitly through each step, otherwise there is a greater risk of
omitting something important or structuring the form such that the data are
not usable. The four stages are:
• Process: this must be the first step because forms exist to serve a process, not the other way around. Defining the process includes items
such as:

• Multi-domain form with parts labeled

Some Detailed Findings
A few specific recommendations that arose from recent forms research
are discussed below. Some apply primarily to web-based forms, and
some are more general. As one forms researcher noted, form fillers will
suffer through a lot, but the more they suffer, the less enthusiastic they are
about completing the forms and the lower the quality is likely to be.
• Object Shapes
• Longer boxes imply longer answers, short boxes imply short ones
– even if the user can continue typing
• Make things that are the same, look the same. Format questions
and answer boxes the same if they are capturing the same kind of
information. Balance this with the need to differentiate between,
for example, submit and cancel buttons. These could be varied by
shading or texture while still appearing largely the same.
• Conform to current norms around object shapes, or error rates
may increase
- Radio buttons – pick one

• What is the form intended to accomplish?

- Check boxes – pick all that apply

• Who owns the form?

- Rounded rectangles – action buttons

• Who has input into its design?
• How do people access the form?
• In what ways can the form be submitted?
• How will the data be entered?
• What business rules govern what “clean data” look like?
• Distribution of resulting data

• Radio Buttons, Checkboxes or Dropdowns: this decision depends
upon how many answers are provided and how many are expected
(Figure 2). Web convention has settled on radio buttons for ‘pick one’
questions and check boxes for ‘pick all that apply.’ The only exception is that where there is only one choice provided, a check box
should be used to allow for deselection.

• Uses of the resulting data
Continued on page 10
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The Art of Designing Excellent CRFs
Continued from page 9

The choice of check boxes or dropdown menus is a bit trickier. Humans
can only keep between 7 and 9 items of information in mind at a time
(think phone numbers or social security numbers). If there are more than 8
or 9 choices in the code list and a single answer is required, then either a
dropdown menu or checkboxes can be used. If more than one answer is
required, then it is better to use checkboxes grouped by some parameter,
because people have to remember not only what the choices on the list
are but also what they previously chose. The greater the cognitive load
on the form filler the greater the chances that errors will occur.
Figure 2 - Decision tree for selecting the better format for presenting
answers on a web form

• If there are too many questions for one page, split them into two
columns with a strong separator such as a bold line
• Line up answer boxes and text precisely. The fewer “break” lines
there are, the more pleasing it is, and therefore the easier it is to
navigate. Break lines are invisible lines the eye draws that connect
objects on a page, and are the eye’s way of trying to organize
the visual information.
• Place labels above and very close to the list of answers or the text
field. If that is not possible, place them to the left and right justify
them. It should be very easy to associate the label with the correct
field. The labels in Figure 3 are too far from the answer boxes.
• In check lists, place the box or radio button to the left, and the text
response to the right, minimizing the space between them.
- There is an interesting split in the research on this. Some studies
found that users preferred labels to the left of the radio buttons/
check boxes, and this is common on web, but not on CRFs.
Perhaps CRFs will change as more of the internet generation work
with clinical research.
• Leave white space - Do NOT pack information onto the form – longer
and simpler forms are far better than short and dense.
•M
 ake answer boxes easy to find.
•U
 se color minimally and carefully:
- Color implies meaning, even where there isn’t any.
- It can be very effective, for example when used for reverse shading of form, or for identifying action buttons, but do not overdo it.

• Order of Answers:
• For categorical questions, meaning answers that are code lists,
it is generally best to choose a consistent order, but there are
exceptions.
- When answers control the flow of the form, put them as close together as possible. For example, if answering ‘yes’ requires completing a series of additional questions and ‘no’ requires jumping
to another question, it is best to list the ‘no’ first so that the answers
are together, even if the usual practice is to list ‘yes’ and then ‘no.’
Especially in paper forms, this reduces the chances of missing the
‘hanging’ answer.

- Be careful with the choice of colors. About 7 to 10% of the males
and a tiny fraction of the females in the US are color blind, including red/green, blue/yellow and complete color blindness.
- Be aware of differences in visual acuity. Avoid the current fashion
of grey on grey!
- Don’t use tiny fonts. This is especially common on paper AE log
forms where the code lists are printed at the bottom of the form in
type too small to see. If it’s important enough to be on form, it’s
important enough to be visible.
Figure 3 - Example of a poorly designed form, presented by Dr. Leslie
Ball, FDA

- Put the most common responses first, as the form filler will see the
applicable answer at the top of the list and move on.
• F or ordinal (i.e., ordered) lists, put the answers in the implied order,
for example, absent, mild, moderate, severe. When the anchoring answers are assumed to be the top and bottom of a scale,
the center is assumed to be a progression and form fillers tend to
choose the answer based on position rather than paying attention
to the text (Figure 3).
• Layout and Spacing:
• The human eye tends to move vertically, so list questions and answers in columns except where users are very used to providing
data together, e.g., date and time,
Continued on page 11
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Testing the Forms

Potential Solutions

The typical approach to CRF development is to design the forms and
send them to the study team for review. At sponsors and CROs, this often
involves only the in-house team, and doesn’t include the site. The CRAs
are expected to speak for them. This is a good process for ensuring that
the forms capture the data in the protocol, conform to internal CRF standards, and don’t contain typos and the like. It is completely inadequate
for testing the usability of the forms. Research has repeatedly shown user
(that is, form filler) testing to be critical to successful form design. Designs
can have flaws that only appear during use, and the more complex the
form the more likely this becomes. It is far better to find these issues prior
to study start.

While there are no quick fixes, there are some potential solutions. Many
sponsors and CROs have standard CRF libraries. Starting with these, run
a process improvement review to evaluate them against the research results discussed above and available elsewhere. Develop style guides that
codify the rules and processes to ensure that future CRFs reflect the same
practices. Build a testing phase into the design process that involves sites,
and vary the sites chosen so that responses remain fresh. Use multiple
sites, because there will be individual variations and it’s important to
identify what is a personal quirk vs. a real issue. Finally, document the
design decisions along with the rationale so that when future forms are
developed that knowledge is available.

Testing involves more than just sending the forms to a site coordinator
and asking for comments. This is valuable, but it is a cognitive review,
much like that of the study team. The forms should be tested in a realistic
situation, with an observer watching the site coordinator completing the
form, whether it is with a study subject or in the process of transcribing
information from source data. Pay attention to the body language, where
and when the site coordinator looks for guidance, what questions the
study subject asks, whether there are any signs of puzzlement or lack of
comprehension, and where the site coordinator is unable to answer the
study subject’s questions. Subject testing can be accomplished by using
patients who are ineligible for the study, and indeed in many cases they
don’t necessarily have to have the condition under study. Only by doing
this can forms designers be sure that the forms will really work.

This may seem like a lot of effort, and it is, but the time to discover design
flaws is not during the study, the time is before the study starts. Standard
CRF libraries allow the knowledge to be captured and used for future
studies, so the results are cumulative. Most importantly, this makes the
clinical trials data higher quality, and more efficient to collect, which allows an increased focus on improving the science and getting treatments
to patients more quickly. Surely that’s worth the effort.

To illustrate the point, the author participated in a study recently and was
asked how many people live in the house. As it happens, I am divorced
and I live there full time. My son spends half his time with me and half
with his dad on an every-other-week basis. I have a home office with a
colleague who works here on weekdays. How do I answer the question?
A whole number was expected. I didn’t know how the information would
be used. I suspect it was a proxy for how much social contact I have, but
the strictly correct answer would give a very different result from reality.
Robust form testing could have revealed this.

Challenges
There are certainly many challenges to incorporating the research findings into CRF and EDC design and production. EDC software often
imposes limitations on how fields can be defined and laid out on the
screen. This is perhaps surprising, since the vast majority of vendors come
from the web world, not clinical, and their world invented web forms, but
many don’t seem to have incorporated these findings. With respect to
testing, it can be difficult to get the cross-functional collaboration necessary to allow forms designer and sites to work together, sites may need
payment for the time this takes, and CRF design is often on the critical
path to study start, so anything that delays the process is discouraged. In
addition, sponsors tend to believe their forms are fine because there may
be no reliable way for usability problems to be communicated.
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What About Data Quality? The Role of a Data Management Plan
By Emmanuel Aluko

“Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of intelligent effort” — John Ruskin
Quality of data is one of the cornerstones of data management. Data
Managers take time, effort and care to develop data quality checks,
perform manual data reviews, endure database audit reviews and relentlessly remind the clinical research sites to resolve data queries, even if
Data Managers incur the ire of the sites in the process. Equally important
and integral to quality of data is the development, documentation and
maintenance of the data processing and data management procedures
that everyone involved in the performance of a research project needs
to follow.
The document that defines the data processing and data management
procedures is the Data Management Plan (DMP). The development,
maintenance and adherence to the DMP are inseparable from all other
project activities in the quest for quality of data. To make a bold statement, the DMP and quality of data could be compared to a cause and
an effect.
The DMP helps in the achievement of data quality in a number of ways.
Essentially, it describes:
• The various parts of the research project from database development, to data processing, to delivery of final datasets. Consequently,
every staff member working on the research project has an understanding of how each part and every associated procedure fits into one
another like puzzle pieces.
• The locations of project folders, files, documents and materials. This
enables staff to quickly access information and correctly save their work.
• Most importantly, the what, who, where, how and why of the entire research project. It also defines all clients, sponsors and key
stakeholders. This helps in the uniform performance of tasks by staff
and facilitates the identification of appropriate resources should staff
encounter any issues in the performance of a task.
As long as there is a data management component, the development
and maintenance of a DMP should apply to all projects whether a largescale clinical trial or a small-scale observational study.
With all the benefits described (and more that are not mentioned), there
is still a surprising lack of understanding and incorrect assumptions made
on the importance of the DMP. Some assumptions include: (1) it is simply
unnecessary busywork, and therefore, little time or effort is put into the
development and maintenance of the DMP; (2) good data management
practices (and process standards) only apply to clinical trials, and the
rigors of data quality do not apply to other types of research projects
outside of randomized clinical trials (such as observational/epidemiological research project); and (3) the perceived unavailability of time and
resources to develop and maintain the DMP. This is most true at project
startup when there are many start-up activities occurring quickly. At this
busy time, it is much easier to disregard the DMP and not develop it
and use the available effort and resources for other project activities.
However, it is the documentation of data processing and data management procedures that help achieve and sustain data quality.

There are costs for not developing a DMP. There are costs for developing it late; however, these costs can still be mitigated once the DMP is
developed and implemented. For example:
1. If there is no DMP to describe the what, who, where, how and why of
the entire research project, there will be chaos and confusion on the
part of the staff about the timely, efficient and satisfactory performance
of project tasks.
2. The same task being performed by different individuals could produce
different results. This could reflect negatively especially if the different
deliverables go to the same client or sponsor of the research project.
3. W
 ithout the DMP to describe or specify the location of project documents and materials, team members could update a document while
another team member implements the current contents or, worse, sends
out another document that was mistaken for the updated document.
4. More critical, a project team could discover at the close of the project
that an essential deliverable is missing or incorrect. For example, the
project team could discover that the data dictionary does not match
the data specifications; or some questions on the data collection form
do not have corresponding data in the database; or a data entry/
data cleaning convention was not uniformly applied, thus leaving affected data potentially unsuitable for analysis.
All that has been described above are costs to the timely delivery of
complete and correct deliverables. There are also personnel costs. The
chaos and confusion of not knowing how to satisfactorily perform a task
could affect the self-confidence of project staff. Loss of self-confidence
could result in poor job performance. In addition, not knowing what
the next step is for a project activity could frustrate staff. Someone new
coming on the project would need to always ask someone else about
where a document is saved; who to send a performed task to for review
or approval and why a type of task is done a specific way. Not knowing
the next step could affect the overall project efficiency.
Project procedures should ideally not be passed along only in an oral
manner. There should be written and standardized documentation in the
form of a DMP, created at the beginning of a project and updated to
reflect project needs.
The DMP is vital in documenting data management processes, interrelated project tasks and most importantly, helping to ensure the consistency of the quality of data. To skip on developing a DMP at the start
of a project is essentially saying that data quality is not important to the
project. To skip on developing a DMP is to invite data and procedural
inconsistencies that can lead to need expending extra time and effort
later to clean the data and manage the project. To skip on developing
a DMP is to invite confusion about the what, who, where, how and why
of the research project and could damage the trust and confidence of
project customers.
In conclusion, data quality is critical to project performance and the DMP
is at the core of data quality. The start-up phase of a project demands
Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 13

time, effort and resources. However, skipping on creating the DMP at
the start-up phase and failing to maintain it over the course of the project
will create needless data errors, poor job satisfaction, and a final project
deliverable with questionable quality. Data Managers and the entire
project team stand to enjoy the many benefits of the clarity of purpose
and sense of direction and delineation of responsibilities that the DMP
brings to the project. Therefore, Data Managers should do all they can
to develop a DMP at the beginning of a project and have all the team
members contribute to and review it to ensure an accurate representation
of tasks, procedures and responsibilities. The journey of data management involvement in a project starts with a single step- the DMP.
I would like to thank my technical manager, Donna Butler. She works
tirelessly to ensure each Data Manager develops and keeps current the
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Data Management Plan (DMP) for each project. This dedication to detail
and utmost care to data quality has inspired me to write this article.
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Upversioning MedDRA Dictionary - Insights from a Seasoned Coder
By Prathap Radhakrishna

Introduction

New Releases of Dictionary

Medical coding is an integral part of clinical data management and is
the first step to make the data structured for analysis. Clinical data, which
are entered as free texts, are converted into standardized data after
coding; and medical coding dictionaries play a vital role in the data
analysis. New versions of standard dictionaries such as the Medical
Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) and the World Health
Organization Drug Dictionary (WHODD) are available every 3-12
months. It becomes very important to upversion the dictionaries to improve the quality, value, and effectiveness of medical coding; which in
turn improves data analysis. Understanding the logic, impact and strategy for upversioning dictionaries helps Pharma companies to perform
effective data analysis.

New versions of MedDRA dictionary are being released twice a year
— a complex change release in March and a maintenance release in
September.

Main Content
Medical Coding
Standard terminology is used to classify adverse events, concomitant
medications, and other clinical information reported during clinical studies. Coding is often performed in a programmatically assisted process
for matching a reported term with a dictionary term - auto-encoding. In
auto-encoding, a basic auto-encoder tool takes a list of reported terms
and looks for an exact match within the dictionary terms. In manual
coding a coder to browse the electronic dictionary and selects an appropriate term for coding
A hybrid approach to coding uses an auto-encoder to first automatically
code those reported terms that match a dictionary term or that match a
term that has previously been coded (i.e., a synonym list), and the terms
that are not auto-encoded are then manually coded. Many clinical data
management systems and standalone coding applications support this
hybrid approach to coding [1].
Medical Coding Dictionaries

MedDRA Dictionary Upversion
As new versions of dictionaries available twice a year, it becomes
important to upgrade the dictionaries as and when new versions are
released to improve the quality, value, and effectiveness of medical
coding; which in turn improve data analysis. When a new version is
received, it is always important to review the release notes and understand the changes that may impact after the dictionary upversioning. A
key reason for upversioning MedDRA is for Serious Adverse Event (SAE)
reconciliation – SAEs must be reported in the latest version of MedDRA
to European Regulators.
Updated versions of dictionaries frequently change pathways to body
systems or organ classes. Such changes in a dictionary can have a
substantial effect on conclusions regarding a product’s effect(s) on the
body. Thus, the version of a dictionary used for classification of Adverse
Events (AEs) into body systems can impact the labeling of the product [1].
Every organization should have maintenance and upgrade plans in
place. One plan is a technical plan for the loading of the data and
verification of proper loading. A second plan deals with what to do with
existing clinical study data. Presumably locked studies are not unlocked
for recoding, but their terms may be recoded on the side for summary
reports. Open studies may or may not be switched to the new dictionary as that implies recoding, and this can impact not only outstanding
queries, but also any reports and interim analyses that have already
taken place [2].
Of the 6 options for upversioning of clinical trails described on the
MSSO (Maintenance and Support Services Organization) website,
MedDRA Implementation and Versioning for Clinical Trials, clinical data
upversioning, the MSSO recommends the below options [3].

Medical coding involves classifying the reported terms using a large list
of possibilities from a dictionary or thesaurus[2]. MedDRA and WHODD
are the most common standard dictionaries used presently in clinical research. WHO Adverse Reactions Terminology (WHO ART), International
Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th
Revision (ICD-10) are two of the less frequently used dictionaries. ICD-10
is widely used for medical billing in the hospital sector and insurance
service providers.

Option 5 – “Freeze” at the beginning of each trial within a project and
optionally re-code data with the latest version at the conclusion of the
trial based on criteria defined within project plan. Always output the
data utilizing the most recent version of MedDRA.

Custom dictionaries are tailor-made to meet organization specific processes. Most custom dictionaries display terminology in a hierarchical
pathway ranging from broad terminology to very specific terms. These
dictionaries can be used to code adverse event, medical history, and
medication data. Some organizations may create a custom dictionary
by adapting a commercially available dictionary to better meet the
organization specific needs. If this approach is used, the customized
dictionary should not be referred in the same generic name as the commercially available dictionary [1].

• Long running trials would be updated and better analyzed with the
latest version of MedDRA.

• The organization would review the collection of changes against
thresholds developed and documented in the project plan. If there is
a medical benefit to re-coding the data, the data would be re-coded
to the most recent version of MedDRA. Otherwise, the reports are
generated with the most recent version of MedDRA.

• Less of a difference in time between the most significant volume of
trial data (Phase III) and label development.
• Project level reports would utilize the current version of MedDRA.
Continued on page 16
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Option 6 – Re-code the trial data for all trials in a project on an ongoing
basis with the most recent version of MedDRA.
• All trial data would be updated with each version and would provide consistency for reporting.
• Removes reconciliation issues with post-market data since post-market
data will report with the current version of MedDRA.
• Requires re-coding of all trials to be updated to the current version of
MedDRA.

Dictionary Upversion planning should be done much before database
lock as this can impact outstanding queries, Serious Adverse Events (SAE)
reports, and other analysis. This gives data manager or coder sufficient
time to reconcile the data after dictionary upversion.
Logic behind Dictionary Upversion:
Most of the coding tools work on two logics: first try to find any hierarchical changes to the coded term and another is to try and find the best
match with the new dictionary.

Example 1 Coding tool identifying Hierarchical changes in MedDRA dictionary version 15.1 Vs 15.0.
Dictionary

Verbatim

LLT

PT

HLT

HLGT

Primary SOC

(Lowest Level Term)

(Preferred Term)

(High Level Term)

(High Level Group
Term)

(System Organ Class)

MedDRA 15.0

Acute periodontitis - pulpal

Acute apical periodontitis of
pulpal origin

Periodontitis

Dental and periodontal
infections and inflammations

Dental and gingival conditions

Gastrointestinal disorders

MedDRA 15.1

Acute periodontitis - pulpal

Acute apical periodontitis of
pulpal origin

Periodontitis

Dental and periodontal
infections and inflammations

Dental and gingival conditions

Infections and infestations

MedDRA 15.0

Amoebic serology

Amoebic serology

Amoebic serology

Parasite identification and
serology

Microbiology and serology
investigations

Investigations

MedDRA 15.1

Amoebic serology

Amoebic serology

Amoeba test

Parasite identification and
serology

Microbiology and serology
investigations

Investigations

Example 2 Coding tool suggesting newly available Lowest Level Term (LLT) in MedDRA dictionary version 15.1 Vs 15.0
Dictionary

Verbatim

LLT

PT

HLT

HLGT

Primary SOC

MedDRA 15.0

Deafness toxic

Deafness

Deafness

Hearing losses

Hearing disorders

Ear and labyrinth disorders

MedDRA 15.1

Deafness toxic

Deafness toxic

Deafness

Hearing losses

Hearing disorders

Ear and labyrinth disorders

Example 3 Coding tool could not suggest best match LLT “Deafness toxic” for misspelled verbatim coded to LLT “Deafness” though it is available in
new version of dictionary.
Dictionary

Verbatim

LLT

PT

HLT

HLGT

Primary SOC

MedDRA 15.0

Deafness toxic

Deafness

Deafness

Hearing losses

Hearing disorders

Ear and labyrinth disorders

MedDRA 15.1

Deafness toxic

Deafness

Deafness

Hearing losses

Hearing disorders

Ear and labyrinth disorders

Coders should be aware that coding tool will not be programed to provide the suggestion for manual coded terms (e.g., misspelled verbatims),
which might have better match in the new dictionary.
Considering Example 2 and 3, to ensure consistency, it is important to
reconcile manually coded verbatims against impacted verbatims after
dictionary upversion as the coding tool cannot suggest better match for
misspelled verbatims.

Ideal Program for Dictionary Upgrade should
have the following characteristics:
• Able to find best match by comparing verbatim and newly available
LLTs.
• Able to find hierarchical changes.
• Identify verbatims coded to non-current terms and suggest better
matches.

Another approach to make data completely consistent with upversioned
dictionary is by applying top-down approach, where in each new LLT
used to identify exactly those reported terms should be recoded to a
new LLT.

• Able to suggest synonym match eg. Liver = Hepat, Limb = Extermit,
Lung = Pulmonary.

Use of the MVAT (MedDRA Version Analysis Tool) a web based tool designed to assist organizations by comparing any two versions of MedDRA
– including non-consecutive versions – to identify changes. MVAT is free
to all MedDRA subscribers as part of their subscription.

• Further dictionary upgrade will become simpler if impact analysis report contains a column of match percentage with newly available LLTs
and verbatim e.g., verbatim “Deafnes toxic” match with LLT “Deafness
toxic” to an extent of 99%.

• Misspelled and other manually coded verbatims also be checked for
better match.

Continued on page 17
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Synonym Management
One feature of hybrid coding tools is synonym list functionality, to enhance autoencoding rates. Synonyms are created when terms coded
manually are added to a synonym table in the coding tool, and next time
the same term is reported, the tool matches this term to the synonym table
resulting in auto-encoding. This functionality reduces the manual coding
effort considerably and enhances the consistency of the coding.
It is most important during the dictionary upgrade to manage the synonyms, similar to dictionaries synonyms need to be upversioned before
linking it back to dictionary tables. It is always a better practice to manage synonym table separately for each study to avoid issues during dictionary upgrade, which is especially needed if multiple studies are linked
to multiple dictionaries using the same synonym table.

Best Practices:
1. If multiple studies are linked to dictionary and synonym table, identify
the studies and isolate from dictionary upgrade.
2. Before starting dictionary upgrade, review the impact analysis report
provided by most of the coding tools, which would give you an idea
of terms impacted and amount of recoding/queries necessary after
dictionary upgrade.
3. Communicate with relevant stakeholders in advance on the dictionary upgrade and its expected impact to terms.
4. Always keep a count of verbatim terms before starting the dictionary
upgrade. This helps to check whether all verbatim terms moved to
latest version of dictionary at the end of dictionary upgrade
5. Stop all coding activities before starting the dictionary upgrade, especially if multiple studies linked to same dictionary and synonym table.
6. To ensure consistency, it is important to reconcile all verbatim terms
against impacted verbatim terms after dictionary upversioning.
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7. Previous version of dictionary tables should be archived, which are
essential for interpretation of those studies.

Conclusions:
Dictionary upgrade needs to be performed with intense planning, high
precision, proper understanding of the process and logic and adherence
to best practices.
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Ask SASsy

By Kelly (SASsy) Olano
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Dear SASsy,
I have a huge SAS dataset and want to keep a subset of variables without typing each one. Is there a shorthand way to reference a variable list?
Perplexed in Peoria

Dear Perplexed,
It is often impractical and cumbersome to write out large numbers of variable names - not to mention the risk of typing errors. In addition to the
KEEP statement, variable lists are useful in other DATA statements such as DROP and RETAIN, for building an array, and as arguments for functions. There are several ways to make this task easier. The tactic you take depends on the naming conventions of the variables in the data set.
If the variables in the data set begin with the same character string (prefix) and end with a consecutive number (var1, var2, var3, etc.) you can
insert use a dash and use a number list. For example:
DATA numlist;
KEEP var1 - var9;
RUN;
Similar to the number list, the colon(:) can be used when the variable names have the same prefix. A colon following a variable name prefix
selects any variable name that starts with that prefix regardless of what follows it. For example, the prefix “mon:” would select mon, mon1,
money, mon_2, month, and any other variables that begin with “mon.”
If the variables do not share a common prefix, but are contiguous in the data set, a position list can be used by referring to variables by position order in the Program Data Vector (PDV). For example, variables x, a, y, b, z, c, appearing in that order, can be referred to by putting a
double dash between x and c. For example:
DATA poslist;
KEEP x - - c;
RUN;
Numeric variables between and including x and c can be referred to by including “numeric” in the list (x – numeric – c). Character variables
can be selected in the same manner by using “character” between the dashes and variables. The VARNUM option in PROC CONTENTS
can be used to determine variable order in the PDV.
There are also several special purpose lists that can be designated by name. These include_all_ (for all variables), _numeric_ (for all numeric
variables), and _character_ (for all character variables). The following example will calculate the mean of all numeric variables:
DATA meanlist;
meanvar=MEAN(_NUMERIC_);
RUN;
What if the variables in the data set have no pattern? And the variables you want to keep are spread out in the PDV? In this case it is possible to use dictionary tables in PROC SQL or the PROC CONTENTS OUTPUT statement to get a list of variable names to store in a macro
variable. Refer to SAS Documentation for more information.
PROC SQL handles variable lists a little differently. The wild card asterisk (*) can be used in the SELECT statement to choose all variables.
However, variable lists can be used in the FROM and CREATE TABLE clauses by using the DROP and KEEP options. For example:
PROC SQL;
CREATE TABLE bp AS
SELECT *
FROM cardio (DROP=var1 - var9);
QUIT;
Happy programming!
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